Background luminescence in x-ray luminescence computed tomography (XLCT) imaging
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X-ray luminescence computed tomography (XLCT) is an emerging hybrid imaging modality. It has been recently reported that materials like water, tissue, or even air can generate optical photons upon x-ray irradiation which can increase the noises in measurements of XLCT. In this study, we have investigated the x-ray luminescence from water, air, as well as tissue mimicking phantoms, including one embedded with a 0.01 mg/mL GOS:Eu³⁺ microphosphor target. We have measured the optical emission spectrum from each sample, including samples of meat and fat, using a spectrograph. Our results indicate that there are plenty of optical photons emitted by x-ray irradiation and a small nanophosphor concentration, as low as 5.28 µM in a deep background can provide enough contrast for XLCT imaging. © 2018 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

The principle of x-ray luminescence for imaging purposes (x-ray luminescence imaging, XLI) has been demonstrated through in vitro thin tissue experiments using both Europium (Eu³⁺) and Terbium (Tb) doped particles of gadolinium oxysulfide (GOS) [1, 2]. Using principles of optical tomography (e.g. fluorescence molecular tomography or bioluminescence optical tomography), this idea was extended to be able to reconstruct the three-dimensional distribution of luminescent particles in vivo through a hybrid molecular imaging modality called x-ray luminescence computed tomography (XLCT). Since XLCT was proposed, several groups including our own have made progress in demonstrating XLCT as a feasible imaging modality [3-19]. In principle, XLCT uses external high-energy x-ray photons that interrogate the object or specimen and embedded contrast agents (typically rare-earth doped nanophosphors such as GOS:Eu³⁺) will emit optical photons. Some of the emitted optical photons propagate to the object surface to be detected by highly sensitive photodetectors such as an electron multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) camera or photomultiplier tubes (PMT) for optical tomographic image reconstruction. Different x-ray beam geometries have also been utilized for XLCT imaging, being first demonstrated with a narrow (pencil) beam geometry [3, 4, 11, 12], but several groups have used other excitation geometries such as a conical beam [6-10] or sheet beam [19], each with their own advantages and disadvantages. Through this imaging principle, our group was able to demonstrate that XLCT was experimentally capable of submillimeter resolution [13, 14, 17] and capable of imaging GOS:Eu³⁺ phosphor particle concentrations as low as 0.01 mg/mL (~27 µM) at scanning depths greater than 2 cm [15, 16] using the narrow-beam x-ray geometry. These studies and others have demonstrated that XLCT is a promising molecular tomographic tool for imaging the deeply embedded targets with high spatial resolution and very good sensitivity.

The signal generation in XLCT is a form of radioluminescence where the ionizing radiation (in this case, x-ray photons) causes the emission of optical photons from the embedded contrast agents, and it is generally assumed that all the optical photons generated are emitted only from the contrast agents. However, numerous studies have reported other sources of optical photons from the radioluminescence of air, water, and biological tissue [20-36] at energies below the Cerenkov radiation threshold which will provide background noise and limit the molecular sensitivity of XLCT imaging. Yamamoto et al. conducted various luminescence imaging experiments with different sources of radiation to image both water and air. Using proton-beam irradiation, they found that water was able to luminesce even during traditional proton-therapy, and determined that this information could be useful for dose and range estimation [20-23, 30]. With carbon-ion irradiation, they performed similar luminescence imaging (also with energy below the Cerenkov-threshold) and determined, by measuring and deriving the light spectra, that this water luminescence was likely caused by an electromagnetic pulse produced from the dipole displacement inside water molecules as the derived spectra was found to be proportional to λ⁻² [24, 25]. In addition, they also determined other radiation sources such as alpha particles [26], beta particles [27], and gamma photons [28] could also produce luminescence in water at energies below the Cerenkov-threshold. Ionization and production of luminescence in air is also generally a well-documented phenomenon and is primarily attributed to atmospheric nitrogen [32, 33]. Lastly, x-ray photons were also demonstrated in the luminescence imaging of water at sub-Cerenkov-threshold energy levels [30, 31] and the emitted luminescence was found to be proportional to the x-ray energy. In
particular, this generation of optical photons with low energy x-rays is of particular concern or interest for XLI/XLCT imaging. To examine this phenomenon further, and to observe its implications for XLI/XLCT imaging, we performed several experiments in this paper. We performed two-dimensional (2D) XLI of water, air, and tissue-mimicking phantoms, including a phantom embedded with 0.01 mg/mL GOS:Eu3+ particles, and imaged the phantoms at different scanning depths using a focused x-ray beam with energy much less than the Cerenkov radiation threshold (260 keV for water). We have also used a spectrometer mounted on an EMCCD camera to measure the emitted x-ray luminescence spectra from water, two different tissue-mimicking phantoms, and meat (tissue) and fat samples from both chicken and pork.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our experimental set-up for both the XLI and the x-ray luminescence spectrum measurements. In Section 3, we present the results of our experiments. Lastly, in Section 4, we discuss our results and then conclude the paper.

2. METHODS

2.1. X-ray luminescence imaging (XLI)

2.1.1. X-ray luminescence imaging (XLI) experimental set-up

A schematic for the experimental set-up used for the XLI is shown in Fig. 1 and a photograph of the set-up in Fig. 2. The x-ray tube (Polycapillary X-Beam Powerflux, XOS, NY; Target Metal: Molybdenum (Mo)) uses a polycapillary x-ray lens to focus the x-ray beam to a focal spot size of 100 μm with a dual-cone geometry and was utilized in [17] for focused x-ray beam based XLI imaging. The phantom (or object to be imaged) was placed on a manual lab jack (LJ750/M, Thorlabs) that was fixed on a motorized rotary stage (B4672TS-ZR, Velmex Inc.) and then mounted on a motorized linear stage (Unislide MA40, Velmex Inc.) for translating and rotating the object (for different angular projection measurements) at various depths. The x-ray beam position was monitored using an x-ray detector (Shad-o-box 1024, Rad-icon Imaging Corp) which was mounted on the opposite side of the x-ray tube. In this study the object was positioned such that the x-ray beam passed through its center and the XLI was performed with one projection at different scan depths below the object top surface. The luminescent optical photons that propagated to the object top surface were reflected by a flat mirror and detected by a water-cooled EMCCD camera (C9100-13, Hamamatsu) and lens (50 mm, f/4.2, ZEISS) which was shielded by a 0.5 cm thick lead wall to protect from scattered x-ray photons. The entire system was placed inside of a light-tight and x-ray shielding cabinet and mounted on an optics table and controlled by programs on a lab computer.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental XLI set-up.

Fig. 2. Photograph of the XLI set-up. The EMCCD camera is shielded by a lead wall with an opening and is focused on top surface of the sample reflected by the flat mirror.

2.1.2. Phantoms and scanning scheme for XLI experiments

We have performed XLI experiments for five different phantoms as listed in Table 1. Their scanning scheme parameters are also listed in Table 1. The geometry of the first three phantoms is plotted in Fig. 3. The fourth and the fifth phantoms were the air and the liquid water phantoms as shown in Fig. 4, in which the CAD design of them is plotted.

The first phantom was a agar phantom that was composed of water and 2% agar. The second phantom was a titanium dioxide (TiO2) phantom that was composed of 2% agar, 1% TiO2 and 0.003% India ink such that the phantom had tissue-mimicking optical properties of μa = 0.027 mm⁻¹ (absorption coefficient) and μs' = 0.000 mm⁻¹ (reduced scattering coefficient) at the wavelength of 703 nm, the longest emission peak for GOS:Eu³⁺. The third phantom, a GOS:Eu³⁺ phantom, had the same composition as the second phantom; except that it contained a through-hole of 460 mm diameter which was embedded with a target containing 0.01 mg/mL of GOS:Eu³⁺ particles (UKL63/UF-R1, Phosphor Tech. Ltd.) as shown in Fig. 3 (red object). These three phantoms were used to compare the radoluminescence from water and tissue-mimicking phantoms, including a tissue-mimicking phantom which was embedded with a small concentration (0.01 mg/mL) of GOS:Eu³⁺ particles. The fabrication steps of the phantoms followed a similar procedure as described in [37].
2.2.1 Measurement set-up for the x-ray luminescence spectra

Fig. 5 shows a schematic of the experimental set-up used for the measurements of the x-ray luminescence spectra and Fig. 6 shows a photograph of the set-up. A sample to be measured was placed inside a 3D printed, thin-wall (1 mm) black ABS plastic container which has an optical fiber bundle inserted and sealed into the bottom of the container. The fiber bundle has an aperture diameter of 3 mm and one end was fixed using a lab-made adapter to the front of a spectrograph (Imspec V8E, Specim) which has a spectral sensitivity range from 380 to 800 nm and was calibrated using 2 monochromatic lasers with known wavelengths. The spectrograph was mounted on the same EMCCD camera used for the previous XLI experiments and was operated at the maximum gain and a temperature of -92.20°C.

2.2.2 Phantoms for the x-ray luminescence spectra

All the phantoms for x-ray luminescence spectra measurements and their measurement parameters are listed in Table 2. The first sample to be measured was a suspension of GOS:Eu³⁺ particles (1.0 ng/mL) which we used to confirm the known emission peaks from previous literature to ensure that the spectrometer was calibrated properly. For the GOS:Eu³⁺ measurement, we used an EMCCD camera exposure time of 1 min. Next, we irradiated and measured the x-ray luminescence spectra of distilled water as well as cubic phantoms made of TiO₂ and India ink that had the same optical properties as in the XLI phantom experiment as well as a phantom composed of 1% Intralipid and 2% agar to compare between different recipes commonly used for background phantoms. Of note, the stability of water luminescence was confirmed in [20, 30] and it was determined that distilled and tap-water had no difference in radio-luminescence intensity and distribution. Lastly, as a simple comparison between tissue-mimicking phantoms and real biological tissue we also used chicken and pork samples and measured their x-ray luminescence spectra as well. We separated the pure fat portions from the portions containing only the meat and measured the spectra for both separately. The exposure time of the EMCCD camera was increased to 10 mins for all of these measurements. For the water measurement, distilled water was filled inside the sample container and then the top of the container was capped to prevent ambient light. The phantoms and meat/fat samples were cut into cubes and placed inside the sample container and then capped. For each measurement, the x-ray beam was positioned 2 mm above the optical fiber bundle tip in the container (confirmed using the x-ray detector). After each measurement was taken, a background spectrum was acquired using the same settings with the x-ray beam turned off. The x-ray tube was set to max power for all measurements (50 kVp and 1.0 mA). During these experiments, the EMCCD camera and the spectrograph were placed inside of an x-ray shielding, light-tight cabinet and were covered with a black blanket.

Table 2 Phantoms for x-ray luminescence spectra measurements

(Insert Table 2 here)
Phantom name; phantom composition; measurement parameters

Fig. 6. Photograph of the x-ray luminescence spectra measurement setup. The sample container is shown without the cap so the fiber tip can be visible in the photo. The bottom photo shows the other end of the fiber which delivers the emitted photons to the spectrograph and the EMCCD camera.

3. RESULTS

A. Results from the XLI experiments

In Fig. 7, we show the top surface measurements by the EMCCD camera for the three different phantoms (Water (Fig. 7b), TiO₂ and India ink (Fig. 7c), and TiO₂ and India ink embedded with a 0.01 mg/mL GOS:Eu³⁺ target (Fig. 7d)) under x-ray irradiation for the scanning depth of 5 mm and a background image when the x-ray beam was off (Fig. 7a).

For the water phantom, we can visualize the x-ray beam as it enters the phantom initially, then the intensity quickly fades away. The luminescence intensity seems to increase in the area where the x-ray beam entered the phantom indicating optical photons being generated by the water phantom from the x-ray irradiation. For the case of the tissue-mimicking phantom with no targets (Fig. 7c), the x-ray beam could not be visualized entering the phantom as we could in Fig. 7b due to the absorption and scattering of optical photons by the phantom, but the overall luminescence intensity from the phantom top surface is still brighter for this case than for water. Lastly, we can see that with the inclusion of a 0.01 mg/mL GOS:Eu³⁺ target, the overall signal intensity from the phantom top surface increases quite dramatically because the target emits much more photons than the background phantom.

Fig. 7. Top surface EMCCD camera images for the 5 mm scan depth. a) background image (x-ray off), b) water phantom (x-ray on), c) TiO₂ and India ink phantom (x-ray on), d) TiO₂ and India ink phantom embedded with 0.01 mg/mL GOS:Eu³⁺ target (x-ray on).

To further compare the luminescence intensities for the three phantoms for all the scanning depths, we took an elliptical region of interest (ROI) of 2.8 by 5.5 mm² on the phantom top surface for all three images acquired at each scan depth, and obtained an averaged intensity value in that region. Then using the dark images acquired, we subtracted the mean dark value for all the cases. The final intensity values obtained are then plotted for each case for each of the scanning depths in Fig. 8 using the logarithm (base-10) of the intensities for better visualization. The highest luminescence intensity was seen for the phantom embedded with the 0.01 mg/mL GOS:Eu³⁺ target (red line).

Fig. 8. Plot of the luminescence intensity versus the x-ray scan depths for the XLI experiment. Logarithm scale is used to better visualize the intensity differences.

In Fig. 7, we show the top surface measurements by the EMCCD camera for the three different phantoms (Water (Fig. 7b), TiO₂ and India ink (Fig. 7c), and TiO₂ and India ink embedded with a 0.01 mg/mL GOS:Eu³⁺ target (Fig. 7d)) under x-ray irradiation for the scanning depth of 5 mm and a background image when the x-ray beam was off (Fig. 7a). For the water phantom, we can visualize the x-ray beam as it enters the phantom initially, then the intensity quickly fades away. The luminescence intensity seems to increase in the area where the x-ray beam entered the phantom indicating optical photons being generated by the water phantom from the x-ray irradiation. For the case of the tissue-mimicking phantom with no targets (Fig. 7c), the x-ray beam could not be visualized entering the phantom as we could in Fig. 7b due to the absorption and scattering of optical photons by the phantom, but the overall luminescence intensity from the phantom top surface is still brighter for this case than for water. Lastly, we can see that with the inclusion of a 0.01 mg/mL GOS:Eu³⁺ target, the overall signal intensity from the phantom top surface increases quite dramatically because the target emits much more photons than the background phantom.
then the tissue-mimicking phantom (green line), finally the lowest intensity was seen in the phantom made of only water (blue line). From Fig. 8, for the scan depth of 1 mm, the ratios of the luminescence intensity for the cases with the GOS:Eu\(^{3+}\) target to the intensity for the TiO\(_2\) phantom and for the water phantom (prior to taking the logarithm) was calculated to be 12.5:1.0 and 18.0:1.0 respectively, which means that the TiO\(_2\) phantom and water phantom is equivalent to a GOS:Eu\(^{3+}\) target with an approximate concentration of 0.8 µg/mL and 0.55 µg/mL, respectively in terms of the emitted luminescence intensity.

**B. Results from the x-ray luminescence spectra measurements**

After taking the measurements from the spectrophotograph with the EMCCD camera, a simple image correction was performed on the images to reduce the EMCCD image noise (hot spots) using the open source ImageJ software (ImageJ, NIH). Afterwards, the background spectrum was removed and the final resulting spectra for each case were plotted using MATLAB. The emission spectrum from GOS:Eu\(^{3+}\) is shown in Fig. 11. For the GOS:Eu\(^{3+}\) particles, we identify the emission characteristic peaks at 588, 612, 623, and 703 nm respectively as indicated in Fig. 11, which validates this spectrum measurement system.

The x-ray luminescence spectra for distilled water and the tissue-mimicking phantoms are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 respectively. For the spectrum of water under x-ray irradiation, we see a broad spectrum across the entire visible range is produced. The two peaks around 775 and 800 nm are from EMCCD camera noise that was not completely removed during the image correction. For the spectrum obtained from the Intralipid phantom (Fig. 13a), we also do not observe any obvious peaks as well and for the spectrum of the phantom made from the TiO\(_2\) (Fig. 13b), we see a small but broad peak from around 415 nm to around 750 nm produced under x-ray irradiation which is unseen in the previous two cases. In addition, the overall spectral intensity was also higher in the TiO\(_2\) compared with the intralipid. These samples were all measured in the same time window for more comparable results. Lastly, we plotted the measured x-ray luminescence spectra from the chicken and pork meat samples (Fig. 14) and fat samples (Fig. 15). From the spectra obtained from the fat samples (Fig. 15), we can see very obviously in both cases, that there is a large peak around the 600 nm range. With exception to the large spike that can be seen at around 525-550 nm for the chicken fat (Fig. 15a), the spectra for fat in both cases seem to share similarities in their overall shape and intensities.

---

**Fig. 9.** EMCCD camera images with adjusted scale to show the radioluminescence of a) air and b) water at 5 mm scan depth.

**Fig. 10.** Plot of the mean intensity values versus scanning depth for the case of water (blue line) and air (red line) x-ray luminescence.

**Fig. 11.** Measured x-ray luminescence spectrum for GOS:Eu\(^{3+}\) particles.

**Fig. 12.** Measured x-ray luminescence spectra from distilled water.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we performed x-ray luminescence imaging (XLI) of air, water, and tissue-mimicking phantoms and measured the x-ray luminescence spectra of water, two different types of tissue-mimicking phantoms, as well as meat and fat samples from both chicken and pork. These sources of optical photons should be considered, as they will limit the molecular sensitivity of XLCT imaging, especially for in vivo imaging studies. From our results of the XLI of the different types of phantoms (Figs. 7 and 8) we can see clear differences in the luminescence intensities for each case. As expected, the phantom embedded with the small concentration (0.01 mg/mL) of GOS:Eu³⁺ particles had the highest luminescence intensity. When comparing the luminescence from the tissue phantom, we can see that the luminescence intensity was slightly higher than the water phantom as well which means there is another source of optical photons in the tissue-mimicking phantom. With regards to the luminescence intensity as the scanning depth was increased, we can see an expected drop in the intensity. For the phantom with the GOS:Eu³⁺ target, we can see that even at the 10 mm scan depth, after subtraction of the background signal, we still have a strong signal which is expected since we were able to reconstruct a similar phantom with the same concentration target in [15, 16] using XLCT for scan depths up to 21 mm. In addition, GOS:Eu³⁺ is known to emit optical photons in the red and near-infrared range (NIR optic window) with good tissue penetration ability which means that photons can travel longer distances, thus being able to reach the top surface even when generated at large scan depths. If the signal-to-noise ratio is 1, we can estimate that the XLCT imaging sensitivity limitation is about 0.8 µg/mL if the GOS:Eu³⁺ particles are used as contrast agents. A recently published study has reported that the luminescent efficiency of nanoscale rare-earth phosphors is about 40% of that from the microscale particles (as was used in this paper) [38]. Thus, we can estimate that the XLCT imaging limitation of nanophosphors is about 2.0 µg/mL (or about 5.28 µM) for the phantom experiments. It is worth noting that the imaging limitation is also dependent upon the imaging depth.

For the experiment comparing the XLI of air and water (Figs. 9 and 10) we can see that water produced a greater luminescence intensity...
than air, about 3 times the intensity (Fig. 10) and that for the different scanning depths there was very little change in the intensities seen for both due to the fact that there is almost no optical absorption and scattering in these two media. The luminescence of air was expected as it is a well-documented phenomenon and is attributed primarily to the ionization of nitrogen in the air [32-33, 36]. Since the ionization produces optical photons primarily in the range of 350-450 nm, it should not be a major problem for XLC imaging since photons in this short wavelength range can easily be absorbed by tissues and then filtered with a long pass filter. For the XLI of water, we can see in Fig 9b for the distilled water and even in Fig 7b for the water phantom, that as the x-ray beam entered our sample, the luminescence intensity is actually increased quite a bit as the x-ray energy is being absorbed by the water even though the x-ray photon energy is far below the Cerenkov radiation threshold. Recently, there has been much research regarding the radioluminescence of water at energy levels well below the Cerenkov radiation threshold which was confirmed in our experiment. Currently, the exact mechanism of this phenomenon is not yet fully understood, but several proposals have been made from the ionization of radicals generated in water [34] and more recently as mentioned before, from carbon-ion irradiation experiments, from the electromagnetic pulse produced from the dipole displacement inside water molecules [25]. Reports on the radioluminescence yield of water have also estimated that per 100 keV x-ray photon absorbed, 0.17 optical photons is emitted [36].

In Figs. 11-15, we plotted the results of the different x-ray luminescence spectra for the different cases. In [25], using carbon-ion irradiation and an EMCCD camera equipped with long pass filters at various wavelengths, the spectra of water there was found to range from 300-700 nm, with most of the luminescence occurring in the UV or blue part of the spectrum (300-500 nm). In addition in [26], the radioluminescence of water using alpha particles was also shown to produce a pretty broad spectrum from about 350 to 650 nm. In the spectrum shown for the phantom made from TiO2 and India ink (Fig. 13b), we found that there was a broad emission peak from about 415 to 750 nm which was not seen in the spectrum for Intralipid (Fig. 13a), which might suggest that we prefer to use Intralipid as the optical scatterer instead of TiO2 in future XLC imaging experiments. As a quick and easy comparison to the tissue-mimicking phantoms, we obtained both chicken and pork from a local store, and separated meat and fat samples from each to see any differences in the obtained spectra. As we can see from Figs. 14 and 15, the spectra we obtained, especially for the fat samples differed quite a bit in terms of the shape. Of course, the meat samples themselves also have small traces of fat as well so we see some similar characteristics in both the meat and fat spectra, although we have a more apparent peak in the fat samples that arises starting in both at around 500 nm and extending to approximately 650 nm. Compared with the tissue-mimicking phantoms, it looks like the fat spectra are more similar to the TiO2 phantom than the intralipid due the small and broad peak seen in Fig. 13b that is of similar wavelengths as seen in Fig. 15. For the intralipid, we did not see any apparent broad peaks as with the other measured spectra. Of note, the spectra of the tissue-mimicking phantom (Fig. 13) and the meat/fat spectra (Figs. 14 and 15) were not taken at the same time. If nanoparticles that emit at 700 nm or longer are used for XLI/XLC imaging the background luminescence at the shorter wavelengths can be spectrally filtered out, if necessary, to obtain a higher signal-to-background (SBR) ratio for improved imaging. In addition, other techniques for removing background noise can also be used to achieve a higher SBR for XLC to improve the image quality. For example, more recently there has been much interest in applying deep-learning methods to aid in not only image analysis, but also in image reconstruction [39, 40]. For example, we could incorporate different information such as spectral or spatial information (e.g. x-ray beam location) to reduce unwanted background signals via post-processing. We could possibly remove the photons caused by air scintillation since this phenomenon can be observed directly from the images by possibly training an algorithm to recognize this (similar to pattern recognition). In addition, we could possibly monitor the x-ray beam position and remove any signals not in the trajectory which would improve the imaging.

In summary, we have measured the x-ray luminescence intensity from distilled water and different phantoms, from which we can see that the luminescence intensity from the phantom background is equivalent to a GOS:Eu3+ microphosphor target concentration of 0.8 µg/mL or 2.0 µg/mL (5.28 µM) for nanophosphor or GOS:Eu3+. We have validated our x-ray luminescence spectrum measurement set-up and then measured the x-ray luminescence spectrum from distilled water, an Intralipid phantom, a TiO2 phantom, as well as samples of both chicken and pork meat and fat as comparisons to real biological tissue. Our results suggest it is better to use Intralipid instead of TiO2 phantoms for future XLC phantom imaging studies.
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